Arizona Avenue Alternatives Analysis
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BACKGROUND
Valley Metro and the City of Chandler are conducting an Alternatives Analysis (AA) study to
evaluate high-capacity transit options in a corridor that would connect downtown Chandler to
high-capacity transit in the Southeast Valley. The Arizona Avenue Alternatives Analysis (AAAA)
builds on the findings of the 2017 Fiesta-Downtown Chandler Transit Corridor Study, and will
identify which type of high-capacity transit such as bus rapid transit, light rail or modern
streetcar, will best meet the area’s transportation needs. The Arizona Avenue AA will also
evaluate potential routes for high-capacity transit within the study area

PURPOSE OF THE PUBLIC MEETINGS
In January 2019 the city of Chandler and Valley Metro hosted a series of public meetings to
gather public input on two transportation studies; the Chandler Transportation Master Plan 2019
Update (TMP) and the AAAA. The TMP is in the process of being updated to guide the future
city’s development and implementation of transportation infrastructure and operations. The
AAAA focused on high-capacity transit options to connect transit riders along Arizona Avenue.
As both studies were occurring concurrently, the city of Chandler hosted three public meetings
in partnership with Valley Metro to gather public input on the city’s transportation, roadway,
transit, bicycle and pedestrian systems over the year. The TMP and AAAA project teams
coordinated efforts to host the series of meetings and gathering input.
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Figure 1: Project Map
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NOTIFICATION
LOCATION AND VENUE


Wednesday, January 23, 2019, 5:30-6:30 p.m.
Desert Breeze Police Substation
251 N. Desert Breeze Boulevard, Chandler



Monday, January 28, 2019, 3:00-4:00 p.m.
Chandler Environmental Education Center
4050 E. Chandler Heights Road, Chandler



Wednesday, January 30, 2019, 6:30-7:30 p.m.
Chandler Senior Center
202 E. Boston Street, Chandler

The meeting venues were selected based on:


Location within the project area.



Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) accessibility.



Accessibility by public transit.



Free and ample parking availability.



Ability to accommodate anticipated capacity.



Ability to accommodate technical and audio/visual needs.

MEETING NOTIFICATION
The AAAA project team worked with the TMP project team to build a notification process that
included different techniques.
Social Media
Valley Metro posted public meeting notifications to the agency’s Facebook and Twitter pages. In
addition, the city of Chandler’s public information office also posted a series of online notices to
their website (79,100 visits/month) and other locations including:






Facebook (12,482 followers/13,100 likes)
Twitter (44,500 followers)
Nextdoor.com (46,192 members)
Instagram (33,365 followers)
LinkedIn (3,934 followers)

In addition, the city public information officer said their posts are also frequently re-posted by
several large Facebook Groups in our community, including Living Chandler (65,874 members)
and Ocotillo Friends (28,789 members).
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Website
Public meeting information, including the public meeting dates, times and locations, was posted
on Valley Metro’s Arizona Avenue AA webpage (www.valleymetro.org/az-ave) approximately
two weeks before the public meeting date.
Media
Valley Metro placed print advertisements in The Arizona Republic, East Valley Tribune in
English and La Voz in Spanish. In addition, both Valley Metro and the city of Chandler
distributed news releases to local media. Copies of the print advertisements and news releases
are in Appendix A.

MATERIALS
MEETING CONTENT
Information provided at the meeting included a fact sheet of the study. Participants were also
able to view boards covering several topics listed below. All meeting content was presented
alongside all boards and materials for the TMP efforts. Copies of the materials used in the
meetings is provided in Appendix B. A total of 88 stakeholders attended over the three public
meetings and 24 comment cards were collected. A copy of the comments collected are in
Appendix C.
Website
Following the public meeting, the website was updated to include the materials presented at the
public meeting along with an online link to the www.KeepChandlerMoving.com. This site
provided questions for both the plan and the AAAA study.
Display Boards
Six boards were displayed information including study history, goals, alternative modes, study
area covered, and study schedule. The boards were in the same room as the TMP boards
working in coordination for information provided to the public. These boards were staffed by the
project manager and other Valley Metro staff.
Feedback Form
A one-page feedback form was designed by the TMP team to be used to also collect responses
regarding the AAAA study. The form had four boxes to gather general feedback in the following
topics: automobile travel, bicycle/pedestrian travel, travel by transit, and Valley Metro Arizona
Ave Alternative Analysis. A copy is available in Appendix B.
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PUBLIC INPUT
PUBLIC COMMENT
Valley Metro and the TMP steam provided the public with various opportunities to submit written
comments, including:


Feedback form provided at the public meetings.



Online survey on the project website at www.valleymetro.org/az-ave linked to the
www.KeepChandlerMoving.com site to collect information.



Direct email and contact information by the community outreach staff.

In total, 1,081 public comments were received through these outreach methods, as shown in
Table 1. Of these responses, several addressed the study directly as described below. The
team collected responses specifically on priority regional destination, local destinations and,
types of mode. To view a copy of all the comments, please refer to the public information
meeting comments found in Appendix C.

Summary of Public Comments Received
Comment Type

Total Number

Comment card
Online comment card

1,057

TOTAL

1,081

COMMENT SUMMARY
Regional Destinations
1. Downtown Phoenix
2. Arizona State University, Tempe Campus/Downtown Tempe
3. Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport
4. Arizona State University, Polytechnic Campus
5. Phoenix‐Mesa Gateway Airport
Local Destinations
1. Downtown Chandler
2. Chandler Fashion Center
3. Fulton Ranch Towne Center
4. Employment Corridor (Along Price Road and US 60)
5. Intel Ocotillo Campus
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24

Desired Transit Services
Total
Transit Mode
Votes

Transit Mode

Total
Votes

Transit Mode

Total
Votes

Commuter Rail

28

Local Bus

14

Vanpool/Carpool

6

Light
Rail/Streetcar

45

Circulator

34

Shared
Microtransit/car/taxi

33

Express Bus

17

Bus Rapid Transit

21

ASU Express

8

General comments of AAAA
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Supportive of light rail and bringing more transit connections to Chandler.



Supportive of light rail on Arizona Avenue but not having a light rail system in downtown
Chandler (stop at Chandler Blvd). Roads are too small to fit it.



Suggested use of the existing railroad tracks for transit.



Good amount of support for BRT over LRT.



LRT concerns included cost, business impacts, construction impacts, and removal of
vehicle traffic lanes.



Two people recommended analyzing using the UPRR for LRT.



Very little interest in streetcar.



Very interested in south Chandler connection.



Is there opportunity to utilize the existing railroad tracks and ROW for light rail?



Should look at opportunity to connect Chandler with South Tempe (as an alternative to
connecting through Mesa).



How is streetcar actually more expensive to operate compared to light rail and bus?



Is the Arizona Avenue corridor actually conducive to light rail based on the current land
uses?



Several questions about timing of any investment – questions about construction
impacts relating to light rail.

APPENDIX A
Notifications

Chandler Transportation Master Plan 2019 Update
Arizona Avenue Alternatives Analysis

Public Meeting Notice
City of Chandler and Valley Metro are hosting a
series of public meetings to share information
about two transportation studies: the Chandler
Transportation Master Plan 2019 Update and the
Arizona Avenue Alternatives Analysis study. The
same information will be provided at each meeting.
Chandler is updating the city’s Transportation
Master Plan 2019 Update and will be seeking input
and comments from the community on their travel
habits and needs.
The Arizona Avenue Alternatives Analysis study will
evaluate high capacity transit options to connect key
destinations with local and regional transit services.
Stop by anytime during the hours listed. Staff will be
available to take comments and questions.
UNABLE TO ATTEND? Meeting materials and
an online comment form will be available
starting January 23, 2019.
For the Chandler Transportation Plan, visit:
www.KeepChandlerMoving.com
For the Arizona Avenue Alternatives Analysis,
visit: valleymetro.org/az-ave

Wednesday, January 23
5:30 – 6:30 p.m.
Desert Breeze Police Substation
Community Room
251 N. Desert Breeze Blvd., Chandler

Monday, January 28

3:00 – 4:00 p.m.
Chandler Environmental Education Center
Painted Desert Room
4050 E. Chandler Heights Road, Chandler

Wednesday, January 30
6:30 – 7:30 p.m.
Chandler Senior Center
Multi-purpose Room
202 E. Boston Street, Chandler

For more information or to make reasonable accommodations
for people with disabilities, contact:
Chandler Transportation Master Plan 2019 Update
Jason Crampton
480.782.3402 | jason.crampton@chandleraz.gov
Arizona Avenue Alternatives Analysis
Victoria Bray
602.495.8284 | vbray@valleymetro.org

Chandler Transportation Master Plan 2019 Update
Arizona Avenue Alternatives Analysis

Public Meeting Notice
City of Chandler and Valley Metro are hosting a
series of public meetings to share information
about two transportation studies: the Chandler
Transportation Master Plan 2019 Update and
the Arizona Avenue Alternatives Analysis study.
The same information will be provided at each
meeting.
Chandler is updating the city’s Transportation
Master Plan 2019 Update and will be seeking input
and comments from the community on their
travel habits and needs.
The Arizona Avenue Alternatives Analysis study
will evaluate high-capacity transit options to
connect key destinations with local and regional
transit services.
Stop by anytime during the hours listed. Staff will
be available to take comments and questions.

UNABLE TO ATTEND? Meeting materials and
an online comment form will be available
starting January 23, 2019.
For the Chandler Transportation Plan, visit:
www.KeepChandlerMoving.com
For the Arizona Avenue Alternatives Analysis,
visit: valleymetro.org/az-ave

Wednesday, January 23
5:30 – 6:30 p.m.
Desert Breeze Police Substation
Community Room
251 N. Desert Breeze Blvd., Chandler

Monday, January 28

3:00 – 4:00 p.m.
Chandler Environmental Education Center
Painted Desert Room
4050 E. Chandler Heights Road, Chandler

Wednesday, January 30
6:30 – 7:30 p.m.
Chandler Senior Center
Multi-purpose Room
202 E. Boston Street, Chandler

For more information or to make reasonable accommodations
for people with disabilities, contact:
Chandler Transportation Master Plan 2019 Update
Jason Crampton
480.782.3402 | jason.crampton@chandleraz.gov
Arizona Avenue Alternatives Analysis
Victoria Bray
602.495.8284 | vbray@valleymetro.org

Actualización del Plan Maestro de Transporte de
Chandler de 2019
Análisis de Alternativas de Arizona Avenue

Aviso de Reunión Pública
La Ciudad de Chandler y Valley Metro están llevando a
cabo una serie de reuniones públicas para compartir
información sobre dos estudios de transporte; la
Actualización del Plan Maestro de Transporte de
Chandler de 2019 y el estudio del Análisis de Alternativas
de Arizona Avenue. Se proveerá la misma información
en cada reunión.
Chandler está poniendo al día la Actualización del Plan
Maestro de Transporte de 2019 de la Ciudad, y buscará
las opiniones y los comentarios de la comunidad con
respecto a sus hábitos y necesidades de transporte.
El estudio del Análisis de Alternativas de Arizona Avenue
evaluará opciones de transporte de alta capacidad para
conectar destinos clave con los servicios regionales
de transporte. Asista a cualquier hora durante los
horarios listados. Habrá personal disponible para tomar
comentarios y contestar preguntas.
¿NO PUEDE ASISTIR? A PARTIR DEL 23
DE ENERO DE 2019 HABRÁ MATERIALES
SOBRE LAS REUNIONES Y UNA FORMA DE
COMENTARIOS EN LÍNEA.
Para el Plan de Transporte de Chandler, visite:
www.KeepChandlerMoving.com
Para el Análisis de Alternativas de Arizona
Avenue, visite: valleymetro.org/az-ave

Miércoles 23 de enero

5:30 – 6:30 p.m.
Subestación de Policía Desert Breeze
Salón Community Room
251 N. Desert Breeze Blvd., Chandler

Lunes 28 de enero

3:00 – 4:00 p.m.
Centro Chandler Environmental
Education Center
Salón Painted Desert Room
4050 E. Chandler Heights Road, Chandler

Miércoles 30 de enero
6:30 – 7:30 p.m.
Centro Chandler Senior Center
Salón Multi-Purpose Room
202 E. Boston Street, Chandler

Para más información o para solicitar adaptaciones razonables
para personas con discapacidades, comuníquese con:
Chandler Transportation Master Plan 2019 Update
Jason Crampton
480.782.3402 | jason.crampton@chandleraz.gov
Arizona Avenue Alternatives Analysis
Victoria Bray
602.495.8284 | vbray@valleymetro.org

APPENDIX B
Materials

ARIZONA AVENUE
TITLE

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS
TYPE

PREVIOUS VALLEY METRO STUDY
RECOMMENDATIONS
RECOMENDACIONES PREVIAS DEL ESTUDIO DE VALLEY METRO

●● Expand local transit services

University Dr
Main St
Apache Blvd/
Broadway Rd

TEMPE

MESA

Southern Ave

101

60

Ampliar los servicios de transporte masivo local

●● Adopt plans and policies that support
transit-oriented development

Downtown
Mesa

Hospital
Baseline Rd

Mesa
Community
College

Fiesta
Mall

Guadalupe Rd

Adoptar planes y normas que apoyen el desarrollo
orientado hacia el transporte masivo

Estudio de 2017 del Corredor de Transporte
Masivo Fiesta-Centro de la Ciudad de
Chandler

●● Implement land use policy changes
to support enhanced transit services
Implementar cambios a las normas del uso de
terrenos para apoyar los servicios mejorados de
trasporte masivo

●● Continue analyzing the Fiesta District
and Arizona Avenue corridors
Continuar analizando los corredores del Distrito
Fiesta y de Arizona Avenue

Ray Rd

CHANDLER
Chandler High School
Chandler Center
for the Arts
Chandler Fashion
Center

Chandler Blvd

Downtown
Chandler
Chandler
Airpark

Pecos Rd

202

Tumbleweed Park

Germann Rd

Arizona Ave/
Country Club Dr

■■ 2017 Fiesta-Downtown
Chandler Transit Corridor Study

Warner Rd

Alma School Rd

Explorar opciones alternas de financiación

Elliot Rd

Dobson Rd

●● Explore alternative funding options

GILBERT

Cooper Rd/Stapley Dr

Estudio de 2012 de Transporte de Alta
Capacidad (HCT por sus siglas en inglés) a
Largo Plazo en Arizona Avenue

Mapa del Estudio del Corredor de Transporte Masivo
Fiesta-Centro de la Ciudad de Chandler

McQueen Rd/Mesa Dr

■■ 2012 Arizona Avenue HighCapacity Transit (HCT) Long
Range Study

Fiesta-Downtown Chandler Transit
Corridor Study Map

LEGEND/LEYENDA

Valley Metro Rail
Line/Station

Potential End of Line
Station (Phase I)

Línea/Estación de Valley
Metro Rail

Estación Potencial en la
Terminal de la Línea (Fase I)

Gilbert Road
Extension/Station

Activity Centers

Extensión a Gilbert
Road/Estación

Park-and-Ride
Phase I

Centros de Actividad

Union Pacific Rail
Road
Ferrocarril Union Pacific Rail
Road

Fase I

City Boundaries

Phase II

Linderos de la Ciudad

Fase II

JANUARY 2019 / ENERO 2019

ARIZONA AVENUE
TITLE

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS
TYPE

ARIZONA AVENUE ALTERNATIVES
ANALYSIS GOALS
METAS DEL ANÁLISIS DE ALTERNATIVAS DE ARIZONA AVENUE

■■ Develop a high-capacity transit alternative that:
Desarrollar una alternativa de transporte de alta capacidad que:

●● Improves access and mobility in the Arizona Avenue
corridor
Mejore el acceso y la movilidad en el corredor de Arizona Avenue

●● Enhances potential for connectivity to local and regional
activity centers

Mejore el potencial de conectividad con centros locales y regionales de actividad

●● Encourages economic development and revitalization
along the corridor
Anime el desarrollo económico y la revitalización a lo largo del corredor

■■ Align transit vision with the Chandler
Transportation Master Plan 2019 Update
Alinear la visión del transporte masivo con la Actualización de 2019
del Plan Maestro de Transporte de Chandler

JANUARY 2019 / ENERO 2019

ARIZONA AVENUE
TITLE

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS
TYPE

WHAT IS AN ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS?
¿QUÉ ES UN ANÁLISIS DE ALTERNATIVAS?

■■ A study to evaluate transit types and routes to
meet future transportation needs
Un estudio para evaluar los tipos y las rutas del transporte masivo a fin
de satisfacer las necesidades futuras de transporte

■■ Public outreach is conducted throughout the
analysis
La participación pública se lleva a cabo durante el análisis

■■ The Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA) will
identify:
La Alternativa Preferida Localmente (LPA por sus siglas en inglés)
identificará:

●● Route
Ruta

●● Transit type

Tipo de transporte

●● Station or stop locations

Ubicaciones de las estaciones o paradas

●● Street configuration
Configuración de la calle

■■ The process concludes with seeking local and
regional approvals of the LPA
El proceso concluye con la búsqueda de aprobaciones locales y
regionales para la alternativa LPA

JANUARY 2019 / ENERO 2019

ARIZONA AVENUE
TITLE

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS
TYPE

HIGH-CAPACITY TRANSIT TYPES TO BE
ANALYZED**
TIPOS DE TRANSPORTE DE ALTA CAPACIDAD A SER ANALIZADOS**

Light Rail

Speed

Velocidad

Traffic Lanes

Carriles de tránsito

Cost to Build
Costo para
construirlo

Capacity
Capacidad

Average Cost
to Operate*
Costo Promedio
para operar*

Streetcar

Bus Rapid
Transit

Tranvía Ligero

Tranvía Moderno

Transporte Rapido de
Autobus

Higher

Moderate

Mayor

Moderada

Higher to Moderate

Dedicated

Dedicated or
shared

Dedicated or
shared

Exclusivas

Mayor a Moderada

Exclusivas o compartidas

Exclusivas o compartidas

$$$

$$

$

200 per car

160 per car
160 por unidad

90 per bus

90 por autobús

$

$$$

$$

200 por unidad

Source: Valley Metro; 2018
*Average operating cost per rider
** In addition to the HCT alternatives listed in the table, Interim Local Bus Enhancements that support a future HCT investment
will also be analyzed.
Fuente: Valley Metro; 2018
*Costo promedio de operación por pasajero
** Además de las alternativas del estudio HCT listadas en la tabla, también se analizarán Mejoramientos Interinos al Servicio Local de Autobús que apoyen una
inversión futura en un estudio HCT
JANUARY 2019 / ENERO 2019

ARIZONA AVENUE
TITLE

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS
TYPE

STUDY AREA

Apache Blvd

Stapley Dr

University Dr

Mesa Dr

Country
Club Dr

ÁREA DE ESTUDIO
LEGEND/LEYENDA

Valley Metro Rail Line/Station
Línea/Estación de Valley Metro Rail

Main St

Gilbert Road Extension/Station

Downtown
Mesa

Broadway Rd

Extensión a Gilbert Road/Estación

Arizona Avenue Study Area
Área de Estudio Arizona Avenue

TEMPE

Park-and-Ride
City Boundaries

MESA

Southern Ave

Linderos de la Ciudad

101

Union Pacific Rail Road

60

Hospital

Baseline Rd

Ferrocarril Union Pacific Rail Road

Mesa
Former
Community Fiesta
College
Mall

Price Fwy

Guadalupe Rd

GILBERT

Elliot Rd

Warner Rd

Ray Rd

Chandler High
School
Chandler Center for
the Arts
Price Road
Corridor

Chandler Blvd

Downtown
Chandler
Chandler
Airpark

Pecos Rd

202

Tumbleweed Park
Germann Rd

McQueen Rd

Ocotillo Rd
Arizona Ave

Alma School Rd

Dobson Rd

Price Rd

Cooper Rd

Queen Creek Rd

Gilbert Rd

CHANDLER

Chandler Heights Rd

JANUARY 2019 / ENERO 2019

ARIZONA AVENUE
TITLE

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS
TYPE

SCHEDULE
ITINERARIO
EARLY 2019

PRINCIPIOS DE 2019

DEFINE PURPOSE
AND NEED
DEFINIR EL
PROPÓSITO
Y LA NECESIDAD

MID 2019

MEDIADOS DE 2019

LATE 2019

FINALES DE 2019

IDENTIFY
ALTERNATIVES

EVALUATE
ALTERNATIVES

IDENTIFICAR LAS
ALTERNATIVAS

EVALUAR LAS
ALTERNATIVAS

EARLY 2020

PRINCIPIOS DE 2020

DEFINE PREFERRED
ALTERNATIVE
DEFINIR LA
ALTERNATIVA
PREFERIDA

MID 2020

MEDIADOS DE 2020

LOCALLY
PREFERRED
ALTERNATIVE
ADOPTION PROCESS
PROCESO DE ADOPCIÓN DE
LA ALTERNATIVA PREFERIDA
LOCALMENTE

NEXT STEPS
SIGUIENTES PASOS

■■ Compile and analyze public comments from
survey and public meetings
Recopilar y analizar los comentarios del público provenientes de las
encuestas y las reuniones públicas

■■ Continue coordination with the Chandler
Transportation Master Plan 2019 Update
Continuar la coordinación con la Actualización de 2019 del Plan
Maestro de Transporte de Chandler

■■ Develop a range of high-capacity transit
alternatives for initial analysis
Desarrollar una gama de alternativas de transporte de alta capacidad
para el análisis inicial

JANUARY 2019 / ENERO 2019

APPENDIX C
Public Input

Keep Chandler Moving!
Transportation Master Plan 2019 Update
Public Meeting
Desert Breeze Police Substation (Community Room), 251 N. Desert Breeze Blvd
Wednesday, January 23, 2019 ~ 5:30 pm

Approximately 21 participants signed in at the meeting and were invited to fill out comment cards to provide additional
information to the project team. Seven comment cards were received with comments. The following summarizes the
comment cards received:
Automobile Travel
What are your plans for autonomous vehicle travel
in the future?

Bicycle/Pedestrian Travel

Travel by Transit

Valley Metro Arizona Ave
Alternative Analysis

Travel options other
than cars for the Price
corridor. A lot of
foreign travelers that
do not have a means
of transport.

Transport from the Price Rd
corridor to neighbor areas i.e.
DT Chandler, Fashion Mall, etc.

More people would ride if they felt
safer on the streets. More education
about how to ride safe.

EB 202 exit at Alma School- low sight distance for
right turn- consider no turn on red
Safe bike/walk lanes from South 202
to North of 202 around highway
areas.
Chandler Blvd at business entrance just west of
Intel Way… employees using business road to
access parking garage tend to create traffic at
start/end of workday.

Would like to see better traffic management at
Gilbert and Germann since employer is by there.

Separated bike lanes needed due to
distracted drivers. Quite a few drivers
drift into current bike lanes.

Want to see more protected bike
lanes.

It would be great to
see commuter rail
come to fruition with
station in Chandler
that connects with
Valley Metro Arizona
Ave project.

Would prefer bus rapid transit
for mode of transit. Separate
lane would be best since it can
be used as stepping stone for
light rail if needed. I want to see
extension east from
Tumbleweed Park to
Gilbert/Germann since major
employment center is there.

Automobile Travel

•
•
•

More roundabouts
More dedicated left-hand turning lanes
More pass-thru lanes

More enforcement and education of drivers

Bicycle/Pedestrian Travel

•
•

Expand bike lanes to include
motorized ride-share scooters
Educate traditional seated
scooter riders on proper
sidewalk usage.

Very dangerous now. Bike lanes too
close to automobile traffic

Travel by Transit
• One universal
pass for all transit
options. One
monthly pass that
can be used on
any transit option
(bus, call, shared,
etc.)
• Include
autonomous
vehicles as ride
option
Would like to see
shuttle buses like
Tempe.

Valley Metro Arizona Ave
Alternative Analysis

• Would like to see
autonomous vehicle
partnership expand
• Free downtown Chandler
transit. See Denver, CO

Keep Chandler Moving!
Transportation Master Plan 2019 Update
Public Meeting
Chandler Environmental Education Center (Painted Desert Room), 4050 E. Chandler Heights Rd
Monday, January 28, 2019 ~ 3 pm

Approximately 23 participants signed in at the meeting and were invited to fill out comment cards to provide additional
information to the project team. Three comment cards were received with comments. The following summarizes the
comment cards received:
Automobile Travel
Good

Bicycle/Pedestrian Travel
Bad on Queen Creek from McQueen
to Cooper

Cooper Road -N. of Chandler Blvd- increase
traffic /noise/ pollution keeping us up at night.
NEED ear plugs/noise machines. Loud (4-5am)
truck traffic generated by Weinberger transfer
station in Gilbert. Loud, trumpet exhausts.
Divert truck traffic to AZ Ave (state highway).
Ban trumpet mufflers in Chandler. Put speed
vidation (?) sign on northbound Cooper N. of
Chandler Blvd. Lower speed limit 5 mph to 40.
Funding for high traffic areas to widen and add
lanes i.e. Alma & Germann

Traffic signals where developments are located
for easier access to roadway

Traffic lights for crossing streets good
ex. Pecos W. of Cooper. Need at
Cooper S. of Chandler Blvd. and
Chandler Blvd. E. of Cooper.

Travel by Transit

Valley Metro Arizona Ave
Alternative Analysis

Need express bus from park
and ride to courthouse in
Phx at 7th Ave and Jefferson

Price Road Corridor – No
public trans for 1k’s
[thousands] of new jobs?
What is difference between
street car and light rail,
other than traffic lanes used.
Will the streetcars use the
same transit centers with
light rail put out for buses to
pull into while loading &
unloading.

[Arrow indicating the
comment in “Travel by
Transit” comment]

Keep Chandler Moving!
Transportation Master Plan 2019 Update
Public Meeting
Chandler Senior Center (Multi-Purpose Room), 202 E. Boston Street
Wednesday, January 30, 2019 ~ 6:30 pm

Approximately 43 participants signed in at the meeting and were invited to fill out comment cards to provide additional
information to the project team. Thirteen comment cards were received with comments. The following summarizes the
comment cards received:
Automobile Travel

Bicycle/Pedestrian Travel

Less cars! AZ Ave is 7 lanes wide!
That’s crazy- smaller width streets.
Enhanced corners and streetscapes
please!

Big thumbs up! Please- we need
more separated bike lanes and
“Hawk” crosswalks.

Chandler roadways are wellmaintained! Thank you!!!

To increase bicycle ridership,
need to promote safety through
protected bike lanes, with
physical barrier between roadway
and bike lane. Trees for shade
would also help.

Smart technology to traffic signals
for better adaption to traffic
congestion & events that cause
congestion.
I like our large roadways with high
speed limits.

None
I’d like to see all Chandler parks
connected via bike paths.
Safer routes for both especially in
high traffic areas. Bicyclists seem
to not have enough safety areas
or visibility in these areas.

Travel by Transit

Valley Metro Arizona Ave
Alternative Analysis

<3 Light rail! Build down 60 to AZ Ave & 60
Park & Ride at the very least. All the way
down AZ Avenue to downtown Chandler is
ideal.

Please enhance bike lanes,
streetscapes, shade corridors and
light rail down AZ Avenue. I
commute from Chandler everyday
using car & light rail to downtown
Phx.

Biggest improvement opportunities would
be building/connecting Chandler mass
transit to Phoenix Sky Harbor & Mesa
Gateway Airports, would also love to see
mass transit across Chandler & N/S on
Arizona Ave E/W on Chandler Blvd
Extend Express bus hours to beyond 5/6pm.
Commuters with 4/10 schedule have no
time to commute by transit CAS service
ends at 5pm and are stuck downtown Phx.
I like buses and private car transport… ie
UBER etc.
Make rates more affordable across the
board especially for seniors and students.
Maybe providing discount passes or
seasonal passes/tickets/booklets

General Let’s talk autonomous
vehicles! Where do we go from
here?

Commuter rail only no light rail.
I’m very much against a light rail
system. Buses are a lot more
flexible and cheaper to maintain.

Automobile Travel
Raise taxes on gasoline for private
use.
Use taxes to build pedestrian &
bicycle travel routes.
Keep fuel tax for businesses (dissel)
low to keep consumer goods lower
cost.
We need a heart change away from
cars ☹
There should be more facilities
provided to “Seniors” who desire to
come to Senior Center or visit
doctors often. The Valley Bus which
terminates at Queen Creek should
extend up to Riggs.
I really like the street widening
projects. They make the road feel
safer. My key concern is along Ray
between AZ Ave & Dobson Rd.
Kyrene (South of Ray to 202) Need
of resurfacing. Tempe did a nice job
on Warner (North end of Warner
Ranch) between Kyrene & Rural.
Rural Road in Chandler needs
resurfacing.

Travel by Transit

Valley Metro Arizona Ave
Alternative Analysis

I believe pedestrians travel is the
most valuable form of
transportation because it is the
only form that helps our
populations physical health, and
can be afforded by the most
people.

Microtransit (via UBER & Lyft) is the future.
Tax it carefully.

This format for public opinion is
wonderful! Thanks for providing
this opportunity for the public to
voice opinion.

There are enough bicycle tracks
in the city. Expansion would
increase the stream on ? roads.

There is not transit as yet. It would be
highly recommended to extend transit %
Chandler in the coming years.

This is a good program and should
be extended for more hours and
seniors should get preference.

My top concern is safety. The
bicycle lanes as they are feel
unsafe

It would be nice to have continual access
via public transit to the light rail stop in
Mesa & the Phoenix airport.

We need more convenient
transportation for Seniors

Bicycle/Pedestrian Travel

Provide stop lights, not flashing at
areas between regular stop lights.
Canal paths that intersect streets.
No
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trolley Car! (so called “Light Rail”)
Hurt Mesa & Tempe
Congestion
Doesn’t serve the majority of Chandler
residents
Who profits from this?
Who does this serve?
Use existing busses!
Don’t make citizens pay for boon
doggle!

Invest in a study of what would be
a motivation to get out of our cars
and into public trans. Convenience
is a big factor.

Automobile Travel

Bicycle/Pedestrian Travel

All buses should have space for at
least 3 bicycles!!!

Travel by Transit

112- South to Riggs Rd
112- Every 20 min. Late eve
112- Every 20 min. Sat & Sun
104- Into Chandler on Saturday
104- At least 1 hr later at night into Chandlr
156- Need to run an hour or 2 later on
Sunday eve (continued . . .)

Valley Metro Arizona Ave
Alternative Analysis
It is a source of pride to me, to
see the new generation of Waymo
cars being tested in Chandler. It is
cutting edge technology and this is
the future. Light rail is the past,
19th century technology dressed
up. Residents of Chandler have
approved various overrides for
both local government and for our
school systems. Any hint of
extending light rail into Chandler
will meet strong opposition from
me and many residents. If light rail
was valid and useful people would
be willing to contribute from their
own tax base. It is usually sold by
saying someone else is paying for
it. Funding by someone else does
not turn a bad investment into a
good one. I had a chance to talk
with a commander in the Mesa
police department who
commented on the increase in
crime as a result of light rail
extension.
I also met Schott Smith at a
roundtable meeting in Mesa. As
part of his defense of the costs he
stated simply “All Public
Transportations Systems Lose
Money,” I don’t doubt its true, but
that is not an arguments to do
something, It is a good argument
not to do something. – Don Lehr,
Chandler Resident

Automobile Travel

Bicycle/Pedestrian Travel

Travel by Transit
Baseline Rd bus should run all the way to
Power Rd
72- Needs to come into Chandler at least 1
hr later at night maybe even 2 hrs
72- Needs to run into Chandler later on
Sundays (last stop at Chandler Fashion
Center is 6:49 it should be 7:49 or even
8:49 or later
96- Needs to run south of Baseline on
Sundays
56- Should run south all the way to
Chandler Blvd so people can make the
connection between the 56 & 156
I find it very sad that late nite when the 72
stops at Ray & Rural that the bus continues
on to Chandler Blvd. but cannot take
passengers. Valley Metro is paying the
driver paying for fuel paying for wear & tear
on the bus but oh!! No!! We will not take
passengers. To me that just doesn’t make
any sense. If your driving there haul the
passengers. Your name says “Valley
Metro”!!! Not Each City Metro! So if your
going there anyway let the passengers ride.
The lite rail needs to have more time added
to the route both east and west. Many
times west bound is already 2-4 min late by
the time it gets to Main & Country Club.
That’s only 2-2.5 miles and the lite rail is
already late. Just yesterday (1/29/19) it was
5 min late when it arrived at Priest & Wash.
I had gotten on the 2:24 at Main & Country
Club. So how lare was it by the time is
arrived at the far west end.
The lite rail is late over 50? Of the time that
I ride it both east & west.

Valley Metro Arizona Ave
Alternative Analysis
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Q1 Please indicate your interest in Chandler transportation.
Answered: 589

Skipped: 4

I live in
Chandler as ...

I live in
Chandler as ...

Not a
resident, bu...

Not a
resident, bu...

Not a
resident, bu...
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

I live in Chandler as a full-time resident

86.25%

I live in Chandler as a part-time resident (seasonal visitor)

1.02%

6

Not a resident, but I work in Chandler

4.41%

26

Not a resident, but I own property in Chandler

0.68%

4

Not a resident, but I travel regularly in Chandler

7.64%

45

TOTAL

508

589
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Q2 If a resident, how long have you lived in Chandler?
Answered: 584

Skipped: 9

0-5 years

6-10 years

11-15 years

16-20 years

Over 20 years

Not a resident
of Chandler
0%
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90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

0-5 years

19.52%

114

6-10 years

14.90%

87

11-15 years

16.61%

97

16-20 years

12.33%

72

Over 20 years

25.00%

146

Not a resident of Chandler

11.64%

68

TOTAL

584
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Q3 In what area of Chandler do you primarily travel?
Answered: 582

Skipped: 11

North of Loop
202 Santan...

North of Loop
202 Santan...

South of Loop
202 Santan...

South of Loop
202 Santan...
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

North of Loop 202 Santan Freeway and East of the Loop 101

36.08%

210

North of Loop 202 Santan Freeway and West of Loop 101

19.07%

111

South of Loop 202 Santan Freeway and East of Arizona Avenue

26.80%

156

South of Loop 202 Santan Freeway and West of Arizona Avenue

18.04%

105

TOTAL

582
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Q4 Why are you most interested in automobile travel? (Please select up
to 2 responses only)
Answered: 566

Skipped: 27

Convenience

Cost-effectiven
ess
Leisure/recreat
ion
Environmental
sustainability
Don't travel
by automobil...
Not interested
in the topic
Otra (por
favor...
Other (please
specify)
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70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Convenience

90.11%

510

Cost-effectiveness

29.68%

168

Leisure/recreation

25.97%

147

Environmental sustainability

13.96%

79

Don't travel by automobile but interested in the topic

1.24%

7

Not interested in the topic

3.00%

17

Otra (por favor especifique)

0.00%

0

Other (please specify)

7.42%

42

Total Respondents: 566
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Q5 For automobile travel in Chandler, which of the following is most
important to you? (Please select up to 3 responses only)
Answered: 566

Skipped: 27

Quickest
travel time

Feeling safe
Comfortable
and attracti...
Ease of access
to destination
Multiple route
options to...
None of the
above
Other (please
specify)
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80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Quickest travel time

77.56%

439

Feeling safe

48.41%

274

Comfortable and attractive features

16.08%

91

Ease of access to destination

66.43%

376

Multiple route options to destination

45.76%

259

None of the above

1.24%

7

Other (please specify)

3.71%

21

Total Respondents: 566
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Q6 Which destinations do you travel to most by automobile? (Please
select up to 4 responses only)
Answered: 567

Skipped: 26

Your place of
employment
Parks/recreatio
nal facilities
Medical
facilities
Shopping
centers

Airport

Elementary/seco
ndary schools
Colleges/univer
sities
Government
services (e....
None of the
above
Other (please
specify)
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80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Your place of employment

67.72%

384

Parks/recreational facilities

44.80%

254

Medical facilities

33.16%

188

Shopping centers

83.60%

474

Airport

22.93%

130

Elementary/secondary schools

24.16%

137

Colleges/universities

6.17%

35

Government services (e.g., library, City Hall, MVD)

15.34%

87

None of the above

1.06%

6

Other (please specify)

13.93%

79
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Q7 Why are you most interested in bicycle travel? (Please select up to 2
responses only)
Answered: 558

Skipped: 35

Convenience

Cost-effectiven
ess
Leisure/recreat
ion
Environmental
sustainability
Don't travel
by bicycle b...
Not interested
in the topic
Other (please
specify)
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Convenience

9.86%

55

Cost-effectiveness

13.26%

74

Leisure/recreation

47.31%

264

Environmental sustainability

28.32%

158

Don't travel by bicycle but interested in the topic

20.97%

117

Not interested in the topic

24.55%

137

Other (please specify)

5.91%

Total Respondents: 558
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Q8 For bicycle travel in Chandler, which of the following is most important
to you? (Please select up to 3 responses only)
Answered: 538

Skipped: 55

Quickest
travel time

Feeling safe
Comfortable
and attracti...
Ease of access
to destination
Multiple route
options to...
None of the
above
Other (please
specify)
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Quickest travel time

9.85%

Feeling safe

73.79%

397

Comfortable and attractive features

25.28%

136

Ease of access to destination

42.38%

228

Multiple route options to destination

27.14%

146

None of the above

20.45%

110

Other (please specify)

6.32%

Total Respondents: 538
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Q9 Which destinations do you travel to most by bicycle? (Please select
up to 4 responses only)
Answered: 528

Skipped: 65

Your place of
employment
Parks/recreatio
nal facilities
Medical
facilities
Shopping
centers

Airport

Elementary/seco
ndary schools
Colleges/univer
sities
Government
services (e....
None of the
above
Other (please
specify)
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80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Your place of employment

10.23%

54

Parks/recreational facilities

47.92%

253

Medical facilities

1.33%

Shopping centers

19.51%

Airport

0.19%

1

Elementary/secondary schools

5.49%

29

Colleges/universities

2.46%

13

Government services (e.g., library, City Hall, MVD)

4.36%

23

None of the above

42.99%

227

Other (please specify)

12.31%

65
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Q10 Why are you most interested in pedestrian travel (e.g., walking)?
(Please select up to 2 responses only)
Answered: 553

Skipped: 40

Convenience

Cost-effectiven
ess
Leisure/recreat
ion
Environmental
sustainability
Don't travel
by walking b...
Not interested
in the topic
Other (please
specify)
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90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Convenience

26.76%

148

Cost-effectiveness

13.20%

73

Leisure/recreation

62.21%

344

Environmental sustainability

25.86%

143

Don't travel by walking but interested in the topic

10.31%

57

Not interested in the topic

13.20%

73

Other (please specify)

9.40%

52

Total Respondents: 553
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Q11 For pedestrian travel in Chandler, which of the following is most
important to you? (Please select up to 3 responses only)
Answered: 544

Skipped: 49

Quickest
travel time

Feeling safe
Comfortable
and attracti...
Ease of access
to destination
Multiple route
options to...
None of the
above
Other (please
specify)
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90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Quickest travel time

11.21%

61

Feeling safe

81.43%

443

Comfortable and attractive features

49.63%

270

Ease of access to destination

44.30%

241

Multiple route options to destination

17.28%

94

None of the above

9.19%

50

Other (please specify)

4.04%

22

Total Respondents: 544
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Q12 Which destinations do you travel to most by walking? (Please select
up to 4 responses only)
Answered: 536

Skipped: 57

Your place of
employment
Parks/recreatio
nal facilities
Medical
facilities
Shopping
centers

Airport

Elementary/seco
ndary schools
Colleges/univer
sities
Government
services (e....
None of the
above
Other (please
specify)
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90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Your place of employment

4.66%

Parks/recreational facilities

62.31%

Medical facilities

3.17%

Shopping centers

40.30%

Airport

0.37%

2

Elementary/secondary schools

7.65%

41

Colleges/universities

1.87%

10

Government services (e.g., library, City Hall, MVD)

6.90%

37

None of the above

22.57%

121

Other (please specify)

11.75%

63
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Q13 Why are you most interested in transit travel (e.g., bus)? (Please
select up to 2 responses only)
Answered: 532

Skipped: 61

Convenience

Cost-effectiven
ess
Leisure/recreat
ion
Environmental
sustainability
Don't travel
by transit b...
Not interested
in the topic
Other (please
specify)
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90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Convenience

31.02%

165

Cost-effectiveness

36.28%

193

Leisure/recreation

3.38%

Environmental sustainability

30.45%

162

Don't travel by transit but interested in the topic

31.95%

170

Not interested in the topic

19.92%

106

Other (please specify)

6.39%

Total Respondents: 532
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Q14 For transit travel in Chandler, which of the following is most
important to you? (Please select up to 3 responses only)
Answered: 516

Skipped: 77

Quickest
travel time

Feeling safe
Comfortable
and attracti...
Ease of access
to destination
Multiple route
options to...
None of the
above
Other (please
specify)
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Quickest travel time

57.36%

296

Feeling safe

46.32%

239

Comfortable and attractive features

21.71%

112

Ease of access to destination

58.91%

304

Multiple route options to destination

23.06%

119

None of the above

16.67%

86

Other (please specify)

6.40%

33

Total Respondents: 516
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Q15 Which destinations do you travel to most by transit? (Please select
up to 4 responses only)
Answered: 510

Skipped: 83

Your place of
employment
Parks/recreatio
nal facilities
Medical
facilities
Shopping
centers

Airport

Elementary/seco
ndary schools
Colleges/univer
sities
Government
services (e....
None of the
above
Other (please
specify)
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Your place of employment

20.59%

105

Parks/recreational facilities

12.55%

64

Medical facilities

7.25%

37

Shopping centers

18.04%

92

Airport

12.94%

66

Elementary/secondary schools

2.55%

13

Colleges/universities

9.61%

49

Government services (e.g., library, City Hall, MVD)

8.82%

45

None of the above

54.51%

278

Other (please specify)

11.57%

59
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Q16 For travel by transit in Chandler, which of the following existing
features are most important to you? (Please select up to 5 responses
only)
Answered: 503

Skipped: 90

Local bus
routes
Regional/expres
s bus routes
Connections
between routes
Convenient bus
stops
Bus stops with
shelters

Bus pull-outs
Next-bus
information ...
Next-bus
information ...
Bicycle
parking at b...
Lighting at
bus stops
Park-and-ride
lots
Accessibility
for seniors ...
None of the
above
Other (please
specify)
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Local bus routes

36.98%

186

Regional/express bus routes

34.39%

173

Connections between routes

32.60%

164
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Convenient bus stops

35.59%

179

Bus stops with shelters

31.01%

156

Bus pull-outs

18.49%

93

Next-bus information at bus stops

15.51%

78

Next-bus information on smartphones

22.86%

115

Bicycle parking at bus stops

10.14%

51

Lighting at bus stops

24.65%

124

Park-and-ride lots

34.19%

172

Accessibility for seniors and those with disabilities

18.29%

92

None of the above

21.27%

107

Other (please specify)

4.77%

Total Respondents: 503
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Q17 Thinking of longer-term transit improvements, what transit mode(s)
should the City prioritize in the future? (Please select up to 4 responses
only)
Answered: 521

Skipped: 72

Local bus

Express bus
Neighborhood
circulators

Light rail

Commuter rail

Bus rapid
transit
Paratransit
services for...
Emerging
technologies...
Transit should
not be a...
None of the
above
Other (please
specify)
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Local bus

26.87%

140

Express bus

31.09%

162

Neighborhood circulators

31.48%

164

Light rail

52.78%

275

Commuter rail

42.61%

222

Bus rapid transit

20.73%

108

Paratransit services for seniors and people with disabilities

23.61%

123

Emerging technologies (e.g., driverless buses, on-demand transit)

38.20%

199
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Transit should not be a priority in the future

4.99%

26

None of the above

5.57%

29

Other (please specify)

9.40%

49

Total Respondents: 521
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Q18 What do you believe are important destinations that transit should
serve? (Please select up to 5 responses only)
Answered: 525

Skipped: 68

Downtown
Chandler
Chandler
Airpark

Intel

Chandler
Regional...
Chandler
Fashion Cent...
Price Road
Corridor
Mesa Fiesta
District...
Phoenix Sky
Harbor...
Downtown
Phoenix
Tempe
Marketplace
Arizona State
University
Sloan Baseball
Park
None of the
above
Other (please
specify)
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ANSWER CHOICES
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Downtown Chandler

74.10%

Chandler Airpark

6.67%

35

Intel

12.19%

64

Chandler Regional Medical Center

28.00%

147
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Chandler Fashion Center Mall

53.14%

279

Price Road Corridor

22.29%

117

Mesa Fiesta District (Banner Hospital/Mesa Community College)

16.00%

84

Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport

70.86%

372

Downtown Phoenix

51.81%

272

Tempe Marketplace

23.62%

124

Arizona State University

43.24%

227

Sloan Baseball Park

3.62%

19

None of the above

5.90%

31

Other (please specify)

10.10%

53

Total Respondents: 525
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Q19 What should be done with transit routes that have low ridership?
(Please select up to 4 responses only)
Answered: 513

Skipped: 80

Keep them as
they are

More buses

More bus stops

Improve bus
stops
Modify where
routes go
Provide more
connections ...
Eliminate the
routes
Replace the
routes with...
Replace the
routes with...
None of the
above
Other (please
specify)
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Keep them as they are

6.04%

31

More buses

7.60%

39

More bus stops

7.41%

38

Improve bus stops

14.23%

73

Modify where routes go

57.50%

295

Provide more connections to other transit routes

44.25%

227

Eliminate the routes

25.73%

132

Replace the routes with ride-share program (e.g., Uber, Lyft)

26.90%

138

Replace the routes with demand-responsive microtransit (e.g., UberPool, private shuttles)

37.82%

194
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None of the above

4.29%

22

Other (please specify)

12.28%

63

Total Respondents: 513
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Q20 What is your current PRIMARY MODE of travel?
Answered: 530

Skipped: 63

Personal
automobile
Personal
bicycle/scooter
Shared
automobile...
Shared
bicycle/scoo...

Walking

Transit
None of the
above
Other (please
specify)
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Personal automobile

91.51%

Personal bicycle/scooter

2.26%

12

Shared automobile (e.g., Uber, Lyft)

0.94%

5

Shared bicycle/scooter (e.g., Bird, Lime)

0.00%

0

Walking

0.75%

4

Transit

3.58%

19

None of the above

0.00%

0

Other (please specify)

0.94%

5

TOTAL

485

530
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Q21 What is your current SECONDARY MODE of travel?
Answered: 527

Skipped: 66

Personal
automobile
Personal
bicycle/scooter
Shared
automobile...
Shared
bicycle/scoo...

Walking

Transit
None of the
above
Other (please
specify)
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Personal automobile

11.95%

63

Personal bicycle/scooter

20.11%

106

Shared automobile (e.g., Uber, Lyft)

22.96%

121

Shared bicycle/scooter (e.g., Bird, Lime)

0.57%

Walking

24.10%

Transit

8.54%

45

None of the above

9.11%

48

Other (please specify)

2.66%

14

TOTAL

3
127

527
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Q22 What mode of travel should the City invest in MOST in the future?
Answered: 527

Skipped: 66
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Q23 What mode of travel should the City invest in SECOND MOST in the
future?
Answered: 520

Skipped: 73
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Q24 What do you think your primary mode of travel will be 20 years from
now?
Answered: 529

Skipped: 64
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Please provide any other comments you may have related to Chandler's Transportation
System. . .
Speed limits are high, which I understand given that traffic needs to flow down main roads, but people are
going almost freeway speeds (55‐60mph) and this is hardly enforced by local police. This, and distracted
driving create dangerous situations...especially during high traffic times of day. Walking as a pedestrian with
my 4 year old son is very scary along main roads. And biking is out of the question. More needs to be done to
protect pedestrian safety.
As I live on the other side of the freeway wall, the 202 freeway needs to be re‐rubberized. It has become very
loud in the past 2 years. We used to be able to stand in our backyard and not hear the freeway noise, but that
is not so any longer. Also, Willis rd between Alma School and Vineyard way needs to be re‐surfaced. It is
terribly worn.
I work at 350 E Elliot Western States Flooring. I am very happy that Chandler has embraced Intel/ Amazon etc.
The traffic at my workplace is very unstable due to the fact that there is no light at Elliot and Colorado streets.
With all the existing work places in the immediate area and the added traffic due to the Amazon hub close to
my facility I feel a study is needed to see if this intersection needs a traffic management. Its only a matter of
time before a horrible incident happens with people arriving and leaving work and the roll out of Amazons
fleet.
Please do something ASAP on the epidemic of red light violations at intersections
Why do you continue to build exit and entrance ways for the freeways requiring traffic lights when a design
(clover leaf) exits to keep traffic flow moving? The land exists to built it. When I have asked this question in
the past the response I got was that it causes more accidents. Well I say you already have more accidents and
most of them are caused by inattentive drivers (usually on their cell phones) and by all the stop and go driving
caused by poor road design. All those extra traffic lights are also a big waste of energy in automobiles sitting
idling and the the cost to manufacture, install and maintain. You have to come up with a better excuse than
more traffic accidents to convince me that the clover leaf design is not worth it in the long run. If you want to
cut down on accidents you should have a law passed to ban the use of hand held phones while driving.
Increased traffic on Kyrene due to 202 exit and entrance ramps. Impossible to access Kyrene from adjoining
streets. Need traffic light at Gail Dr.
Cleaner air with signal signalization Wider roads with heavy traffic
A grocery store along the route would be great. what is Chandler doing about the roads/highways with all the
apartments being built on the south side of the 202? McQueen 202 ramp will be a nightmare. Also, cars drive
60‐80 mph on McQueen.
Chandler should be the leader in driverless transportation. Road design including intersections, left turn lanes,
road markings, pick up and drop off sites should all be future proofed. In the next 20 years parking garages will
becoming obsolete as well as huge parking lots at the grocery stores. With Intel as a leader in this
transportation revolution Chandler must be an innovator and think out side the box.
Driverless cars are a waste of time as they will not be sufficiently reliable/viable for many decades. Anyway I
enjoy teh freedom of driving. If I wanted to be a passenger, I would take a bus. Rideshare schemes are a
total predatory scam designed to kill real jobs in order to put money in out‐of‐state corporate pockets.
Rideshare companies are not good corporate citizens ‐ i really don'tjknow why any city would want them!!!
Ban driverless vehicles, before kids get killed. That technology is 20 years away from being safe.
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Please provide any other comments you may have related to Chandler's Transportation
System. . .
Trains that stop at traffic lights are a poor use of resources. Why not just have dedicasted bus lanes? Why
not give tains or dedicated bus lanes the right of way with green traffic signals? If the traffic signal can be
changed to give priority to fire trucks we have the technology to give priority to rail or dedicted bus lanes.
During non rush hour the train takes longer to get the ball park than driving on the highway. That is just a bad
system doomed to fail.
We need a free way to San Tan Valley
It's very frustrating to see pylons up on roads all around the city and not work being done Start a project and
finish the project before destroying another road. Would make traffic less stressful. I hate not being able to
drive down a road at normal speed because there is construction cones set up, but no work going on at all.
I think with the number of road expansions going on, rubberized or quieter ride roads should be invested in
more to reduce the overall noise ratio. Since the expansion of Gilbert Rd, there has been significant noise
increase, to the point we do not even sit in our back yards any more.
Please continue to maintain surface of roadways, repaving where necessary. Provide more shade and planting
along sidewalks and roadways to combat urban heat island effect.

Since Chandler is so spread out as a suburban city it is hard to realistically invest in something like light rail
without first creating a connected network of accessible destinations that support multimodal transit. I like
that the city is open‐minded to AV transit options and that overall there is good access to park‐n‐ride and
transit stops along major arterials. I do not think solely depending on AV or ride‐share services alone as the
main investment should be our focus (unless it is coordinated equally throughout the city), but ideally a
balance at supporting comfortable, walkable areas to support different modes (similar to the downtown
street modifications) for pedestrians is key to the quality of life desired. Chandler does have lots of great areas
and stops. However the everyday person I come across from Chandler would not ride the local bus easily
unless they are an avid transit advocate, retired, or for cost‐effective purposes. For the areas south of the 202
or near the regional medical area and mall, those destinations need to be easier to commute and access to
adjacent neighborhoods and linked with steady transit routes, otherwise it will always be forced to drive,
especially during the summer months. Although the Transportation master plan cannot always impact the
large HOA developments and surrounding land uses directly, the auto‐dependent environments these 3‐lane
arterials create, with no comfortable rest areas or linked destinations to stop in between (ie. shade/benches),
are not conducive for youth and seniors to successfully age in place and engage easily in the community unless
they have a car or are super fit to withstand biking long tracts. Preventing social isolation, obesity, and
strengthening community networks are affected by the transportation networks we build for how we get
around, transit/pedestrian links to nearby destinations, and educating people through signage/wayfinding of
existing assets and applications that the city has.
I live off of Cooper and Ray and the amount of large semi trucks driving along Cooper has increased so much it
has created a very high noise level (to a prodimently residential area) and traffic.
Eliminate the left turn yellow flashing arrows and solid green light left turns. These lights encourage people to
run red lights, sit in the middle of busy intersections. Encourage rude drivers who lay in their horns at people
who are aware enough to know it’s not safe to turn. Absolutely the worst idea for a city with such a dense
population.
I see little chance that people will give up personal transportation, (Car, bike, walking,) any time soon.
The yellow flashing left turn arrows need to go! Or at least only be active during off peak hours.
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Please provide any other comments you may have related to Chandler's Transportation
System. . .
Is consideration being given when approving houses to the amount of traffic that will come when they are
occupied? It doesn't seem so. A subdivision of 55 homes was approved for Basha RD‐ A narrow 2 lane road‐
that area alone will add about 100 cars to that road and that's not the only new house development on that
narrow road! With Echelon and the new homes on Basha RD traffic on Alma School has become extremely
heavy at all times of day‐ cars stretched from stoplight to stoplight‐ left hand turns are only possible when
considerate drivers will make a traffic break. And the building is not yet complete‐ it's only going to get worse
When working on roads, don't do several at once that travel the same direction, for example, North‐South like
Arizona Avenue and Alma School. If one is going to be restricted, leave the others open to take up all the extra
congestion. Widening the 202 where it drops down a lane at Alma School Road would be great. Also, if they
could do an exit/on ramp at Dobson Rd. to and from the West.
Love Waymo and hope Chandler will continue to support it. Also I work in Phoenix and would use public
transportation to get to work if it was more convenient
If we could look at the Cooper and Chandler Blvd. cross streets we have had an increase in traffic and it is
making it very difficult to even get out of our neighborhoods. Not to mention the increase in loud noise level
and speeding vehicles. Thank you
Can Chandler and Gilbert work with the state on the Loop 101 to Loop 202 intersection? Perhaps eliminate
eastbound on‐ramp from Dobson Rd to Loop 202 to avoid lane reduction eastbound on Loop 202 when
merging from the 101. Backup affects thousands daily... seems like eastbound access from Dobson is not
critical since most Price corridor and Intel employees who live in east Chandler/Gilbert/Queen Creek likely skip
the Dobson on‐ramp and go further east to get on 202... or stay farther south. This would reduce flexibility for
me personally, since I live near Dobson/Germann and occasionally use the Dobson on‐ramp, but the help this
could provide during daily rush hour seems worth the trade‐off to me.
Need more law enforcement to correct bad drivers behaviors.
While Chandler's previous master plan was appears to have been primarily focused on building out south
Chandler and improving accident prone intersections I would like to see this plan focused on improving drive
times and reducing congestion. Additional right turn lanes where ever possible would be excellent.
I think that a traffic light should be installed at Gila Springs Blvd. and Kyrene. Intersection has become
dangerous due to large amount of traffic and difficulty making a left turn from Gila Springs onto Kyrene
I think it would be wise to study places like California. I wouldn't say they got it right, but they do have a light
rail that travels a major highway. Residents and the city don't serve to gain much if anything by reducing
driving lanes just to add a light rail. There already aren't enough lanes to accommodate the drivers. Who
doesn't absolutely dread driving in Mesa where it's congested and difficult to maneuver? Do you want people
to dread coming to Chandler? If so, add a light rail; that'll do the trick.
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Please provide any other comments you may have related to Chandler's Transportation
System. . .
We live on the east side of Cooper Road north of Chandler Blvd. During the past 3 years, noise, sped and
pollution have dramatically increased. This noise interrupts our sleep and the pollution worsens our allergies.
Our Lexington Place HOA has pursued temporary solutions with the city, such as increased traffic
enforcement, but once the officers are gone, things get worse. We need permanent solutions, such as a digital
camera with speed indicator signs that are up in other parts of Chandler; banning trumpet mufflers on cars
and motorcycles in the city; and forcing commercial trucks to use Arizona Avenue, which is a state highway.
Truck traffic/noise has increased dramatically with the opening of the Weinberger waste transfer facility on
Cooper north of Elliot Road. Increased traffic citywide threatens the Chandler quality of life. We need to work
together to come up with solutions to minimize traffic's effects.
Think about the big picture and longterm solutions. Chandler can be a leader in transforming our community
to be the autonomous vehicle city of the future! Also, light rail has stimulated a lot of economic development
and growth along the routes in Tempe and Phoenix. It enhances our culture and connects communities.
When will Waymo cars be available for purchase?
It might be beneficial to research the demand on sites like ShareTheRide.com for carpooling and transit
options. Also, it might help to compare different transit options and how they compare to automobile
commute times (is a 2 hour bus ride reasonable compared to a 25/50 minute car ride?). Transit needs to be
faster and cheaper than single car occupants sitting in traffic to be successful.
More driverless cars, incentives to use (hov, bus lane), lower fees or registration costs.
It would be nice to see left turn lights around the downtown area And eliminate left turns on to Chicago from
Arizona Ave in both directions since the traffic starts backing up.
I would like to see traffic improvment along Arizona Ave. Primarly speaking on the left turns that hold up
unneeded amounts of traffic in front of Chandler City Hall.
It's my opinion that the future of transportation is not in city buses, light rail or any form of "mass transit". It
will be in electric‐powered autonomous vehicles, owned and operated by individuals and private firms.
More charging stations at City properties especially Tumbleweed! Lots of electric car drivers at Rec Center
Controlled left turn from AZ Ave to Boston at ( there is currently no arrow and is increasingly difficult to turn
into Boston or Buffalo streets)
I'm a tormer automotive engineer from the Detroit area with Ford & Chrysler experience, and former
chairman of the local chapter of SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers). Available to offer opinions on
automobile transit
Move HOV lanes east of Gilbert Rd, add Lindsey/202 exits, and MOST IMPORTANT is widen lanes on side
streets where developers don’t!!!!
I appreciate how hard you all work making Chandler a great place to live. I would love to see more express
travel for commuters who work in other cities
Stop building so many apartments which bring hundreds of additional drivers to a small area causing
congestion!
Please ass left turn Arrows at Lindsay and Riggs the traffic is a nightmare and you only added them one way.
All cross streets on Lindsay need left turn arrows. Too many new homes not enough lanes and arrows over
here
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Please provide any other comments you may have related to Chandler's Transportation
System. . .
Currently we are most interested in WHEN will Cooper Rd get widened and completed so we users from
SunBird, Springfield, Cooper Commons and the NEW community being built at the corner of Riggs & Cooper
can get decent access NORTH of our area. Thank you
I live in the square south of Ocotillo, west of Cooper, east of McQueen, north of Chandler Heights (near
Santan Elem). There are existing properties that are not part of Chandler, but of Maricopa county, that make
extending sidewalks and creating bike lanes almost impossible. I want to know how this is going to be
addressed moving forward? I can't leave the square mile I live in and have sidewalks everywhere, which is
unsafe for children and pedestrians (as well as cyclists ‐‐ no dedicated bike lane). I feel this should be
prioritized to create continuity along our roads.
We selected our home in Chandler largely due to proximity to bicycle infrastructure. I also currently
participate in the pilot Waymo One. My dream is to, one day, have 1 personal electric vehicle for longer
mileage trips throughout the Valley. Otherwise, I hope to complete most trips by bicycle and use Waymo or
transit during the 2 months with the most severe weather.
I've recently moved from NYC but Chandler is a wonderful city with varied offerings. The expansion is rapidly
underway and we must keep in front of this issue to meet the demand. Improved & expanded roadways as
well as a lightrail system would be most welcome.
Enforce illegal driving (no/suspended license or insurance). Enforce jaywalking, especially across roads more
than one lane each direction. Incent carpools like maricopa county provides to employers
Get rid of "Driverless" vehicles!!! THREE Waymo's in a row??? Waymo's in the neighborhood??? They are a
distraction and a NUISANCE!!! Get rid of "Driverless" vehicles!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Gilbert is about to put a freeway ramp on Lyndsey. Not only will this ruin the quiet neighborhood, it creates a
hazzard. Along Lyndsey from Germann to Riggs, there are 3 elementary and one high school. Allowing
increased freeway traffic will cause increased risk of pedestrian fatalities. I urge you to act!
I would like to here about widening Alma School Road the length of the city. Due to the narrowing of Arizona
Ave. it has placed heavier traffic on Alma School. With Chandler Regional enlarging there will be more traffic
on Frye Road and Dobson Road. I've lived in the Valley since 1964, Chandler is by far my favorite city to live in
!
Keep semi tractor/trailers off community streets which primarily service personal vehicles of local residents.
I.E. Don't allow development of property which will service, accommodate multiple semi tractor/trailers, such
as being done at McQueen and Queek Creek.
Please add bike lanes to all major streets that don't have them
People that use bikes should learn the rules of road. I hate when they don’t get off the bike when using a
crosswalk etc. etc.there should be a class for new bike riders
1) More bicycle racks are needed downtown 2) There should be a designated area for Lyft and Uber drivers to
pick up customers . . . For example, it’s too congested for Uber cars to stop in front of Bourbon Jack’s on
Boston Street! 3) The Wave is an excellent concept in downtown Chandler!
Since I work in the Tempe/Phoenix area I would love to find alternative ways to get to work other than my
vehicle. An example would be using my bike to ride a few miles to catch the light rail into work would reduce
my fuel costs while providing exercise. I've ridden my bike to work in the past but it is 19.5 miles one way and
that is not always feasible. I'm a big proponent of bike lanes on all major roads as well as educating enforcing
the laws for cyclist, pedestrians and motorists alike.
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Please provide any other comments you may have related to Chandler's Transportation
System. . .
1. As a bicyclist, I see other bicyclist that don't follow the simple rules for safe riding (example: not going the
correct direction in the bike lane). Signs with basic bike laws/recommendations needed. 2. Chandler
residents are buying electric/hybrid cars at a steep increasing rate. More charging stations are going to be in
demand soon. Downtown pay charging stations could be good revenue for the city and fill a need to the
public.
Please, as a tax payer and a voting / contributing resident of Chandler, DO NOT invest tax payer dollars in the
bike share / scooter share programs. I see these bikes and scooters left in medians and parking lots and just
dropped on the side of the road... This is not a good use of our funds. Government cannot expect people to
take care of those well intended public assets. This is a nuisance and I have been pleased that Chandler has
stayed away from this insipid movement. Let it stay that way.
I do not like the shared scooters and bicycles. I have tried them and have been turned off by the scooters, as
they can be hard to ride. I would rather see better roads in areas in Chandler where its only two lanes (one
each way) and to offer ride share stops when events are going on in Chandler to pick up and drop off
periodically throughout day to get away from the parking problems at events.
Need more bike lanes on Arizona Avenue north of Downtown
Please ‐ encourage Chandler businesses to provide safe bicycle parking!
Would love consideration of a pedestrian crossing with overhead lights (similar to canal trail crossings in
Tempe) connecting Gila Springs ditch to Warner Ranch trail system on Ray Rd between Day St and College Ave
Chandler needs to look into their existing bicycle i plan. If you look at other cities in the valley such as
Scottsdale, they are more bicycle friendly. Chandler has an opportunity to enhance it's public image of
becoming a healthy, friendly place to live by addressing and enhancing bicycle routes.
Ease of access, lighting, improved safety and beautification of the the canal walking paths would help to
increase their usage substantially, especially if they lead to shopping and restaurants as well as parks and work
places.
Improve the pedestrian and bicyclist environment along the major arterials to encourage more residents to be
active by walking and biking. Incorporate "active" transportation into the discussion as a means for providing
opportunities for Chandler residents to lead a healthy lifestyle.
Several years ago I was hit by a truck while riding my bike to work. I would like to see safer alternatives (i.e.
better routes, light rail, etc.) that not only provide new means of transport, but also lessen our negative
impact on the environment. We already have too many vehicles on the road. I know we can do better
Please add a bike lane on McClintock Dr.
more and improved bike lanes and routes are needed. More interconnecting between routes for other cities.
More dedicated off road paths and developed canal routes. Better bike push signals and faster response at
intersections and path crossings for roadways. Mesa bike signals (for the most part) are very responsive to
traffic changes at path crossing and intersections.
I have concerns about the lack of a crosswalk from the Messina/Silverton Ranch neighborhood across Pecos
Rd to Conley Elementary School. I am concerned about the safety of my children walking to school. Our home
is less than half a mile from the school, but in order to cross safely at a crosswalk, it requires walking 1.5 miles
(going to the light either on Alma School/Pecos or Dobson/Pecos to cross). Please respond to the email
address above for any suggestions on how I can make this concern known and changed. Thank you.
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Please provide any other comments you may have related to Chandler's Transportation
System. . .
I really like the existing bike lanes and paths that exist throughout the city. I use the canal path in north
Chandler that connects to Tempe and Gilbert several times every week. I would like to see more defined paths
like this through neighborhoods away from main road traffic. Also, there are some main roads in Chandler
that still do not have marked bike lanes (i.e. along Alma School south of Elliot, certain sections of Warner
Road). I would feel much safer riding along these sections if there was a painted bike path like there are along
other segments around the city.
Look to the Netherlands for ideas re bicycling. Our roads are too dangerous for bicyclists.
Educate and license bike riders. Most do not know or they do not follow the rules of the road.
Sidewalks, Cannot tell you how many times sidewalks disappear when even going for short walks
I would love to walk more, but lack of sidewalks and proximity to destinations is a problem. I come from NYC
with extensive public transportation, and miss it.
Keep providing better pedestrian/bicyclist amenities and more connections to destinations, invest in transit
connecting Chandler to the rest of the valley.
I believe there should be a balance among all the modes of transportation, that only one method should not
be the only way to arrive at a destination.
As a longtime Valley resident, and a new Chandler homeowner, I'd like to do more to become involved in
planning committees, such as this one.
City scope is a great informer for me. I like the transparency of city budgets and funds. I think it is a well run
city. Thanks
As both the population ages and as young people look for alternatives to single occupancy vehicles, the city of
Chandler should be doing everything it cans now to ensure all transportation options remain available.
Transportation and transit investments have long planning periods. The city council needs to be more
visionary when planning for our transportation future and our connectivity to the rest of the region.
I currently drive because it is very unsafe to bike in the Chandler/Gilbert/Mesa/Tempe area along major
roadways. The bike paths along the canals are not convenient to any of my frequent destinations. Expanding
bike lanes and improving sidewalks for both pedestrian and cyclist use should be a top priority alongside
investment in mass transit options.
STOP WASTING TAXPAYER DOLLARS
please work to reduce the amount of panhandlers at intersections.
still time to make changes for the future...
thank you for asking for my input.
Think forward. Stop letting present day problems hamper future versions of the city. Don't be corrupt weirdos
taking transportation bribes like I know you're already planning on doing ya dinguses.
I am glad that we are finally moving on a Transportation Plan. This is very exciting for Chandler
I would like to see Chandler focus on considering the impacts of development projects on transit and citizens
needs instead of dollar signs. Based on the trucking facility project slated at Queen Creek & McQueen, it is
incredibly obvious that transit impacts and citizens were not considered at all by the City.
Chandler will be a much place than Mesa and Phoenix
I'm happy to see Chandler reaching out to the public to gather information about this important subject.
Thank you for the opportunity to respond.
Keep up the good work. Impressed with the options and care given to the transport in Chandler, far exceeds
other areas I have lived in.
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Please provide any other comments you may have related to Chandler's Transportation
System. . .
Whoever ran the traffic department for the last 17 years should be congratulated for having done such a
fantastic job. (...I'm kidding!!)
Keep clean energy a priority and accessibility to outlying areas.
Affordable, convenient and safe transportation for seniors as non profits will be unable to keep up with the
demand for driving people to shopping and appointments.
WestGroup Research is owned by Chandler residents and 8 of our senior staff live here. We hold expertise in
transportation research had conducted the household travel survey for MAG and are currently completing a
large transporting survey for the State of Michigan. Hopefully, our firm can help with Chandler’s initiative!
One thing is for sure! We definitely have to get ahead of the traffic problems in our growing community!
Thanks for reaching out early in the Masterplanning process.
Please, please, please do not allow Ryan Company to build at SE McQueen/Queen Creek. They would create a
transportation nightmare on the nearby roads.
Chandler is really nice b/c you can get around pretty easily. Traffic generally flows nicely, and there are several
bike paths. Tempe, Scottsdale, and Mesa are horrible! Please keep Chandler the way it is :)
Continue looking at this and working with the community and surrounding cities, don't give it up. Improving
air quality and reducing heat island will go a long way in advancing the quality of life and conservation of the
cities natural resources.
Chandler faces many problems related to growth ‐‐ traffic is one of them. Our neighborhood is one of many
affected. The city would be well‐served to address these challenges and provide solutions the minimize the
effects of increased traffic. That would provide a key step in preserving the city's quality of life.
Thanks for considering alternate transportation options for our city. I'm excited about the possibilities. Great
job!
It has been a pretty well developed system in my view. Up to now I haven’t had to depend on bus or transit
but I may have to in the future.
the cities growth will be dictated by the condition of our streets(management & aesthetics) as well as
embracing mass transit‐ or not..
Everything with safety and low crime a priority
I am a member of the City of Chandler Transportation Commission. I some of the questions, there should be
an option of exercise. Example, walking exercise, or bicycle exercise.
My daughter doesn't drive and because of where we live, has a difficult time getting a job or going to school
because of the lack of bus service. It's really sad that we live in the City and she cannot get transportation.
SE Chandler—south of Ocotillo/Eats of Riggs is under served while growth has been exponential. Commuting
time from this area to downtown Chandler is ~20 minutes these days, downtown Phx/ASU‐Tempe ~50‐60
minutes. Hence, lightrail and a combination of express transit/buses are needed.Time and planning are of
essence. Is there any land or corridor left to accommodate the future? Pop density is increasing very fast.
Thank you for the bus on Ray Road! Would like to see it go further east!
This survey should have used the verbiage "public transit" to indicate the questions are related to
public/massive transportation. In each question when you ask about "transit" that can be confusing and
understood as simply the place you go regardless of method. It leads me to believe that the survey is biased in
pro of adding city services that the majority of residents are not asking for.
LEGEND: A= Auto/Roadway B=Bicycle/Pedestrian T=Transit G=General
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Please provide any other comments you may have related to Chandler's Transportation
System. . .
We need light rail in Chandler. Plan for the future.
City needs to work with union Pacific to utilize existing rail lines in area for passenger/commuter use. Also
reconnect Chandler with Tucson utilizing existing rail line
Chandler needs mass transit that efficiently gets commuters to various destinations in the Valley (ie:
Downtown Phoenix, ASU (Tempe), Sky Harbor, Biltmore Area, Scottsdale (Old Town, North), Downtown
Chandler and Chandler Fashion Center)
light rail to downtown
The city needs to be progressive and look to the future. Light rail needs to connect into Chandler sooner than
later!
Please expand the light rail through chandler and Gilbert
I am NOT in favor of additional mass transit in Chandler.
please extend the Arizona Av bus route south to Ocotillo or Candler Heights roads
I currently use Route 542 Express route to commute to work in downtown Phoenix. Although they have added
an additional inbound & outbound bus, I find that it can still be restrictive if I need to go in early or stay late.
Earliest arrival is currently 0630, latest departure is currently 1730.
100% NO to any form of light rail, anywhere in Chandler.
Light rail is a disaster and should NOT be even considered for Chandler. There is absolutely nothing good
about it, but there are lots of bad things. It's expensive; it disrupts auto traffic; it attracts crime; etc., etc.
The Light Rail should not be an option. It will destroy our city, because it breeds crime. I've seen security
guards in Tempe standing around the Light rail. The Light rail attracts trouble makers. We don't need that in
our city. I have already sent a letter to the Mayor & Board members concerning this topic. Thank you,
Rosemarie S. Behzadpour
Light rail from Mesa to downtown chandler Fast please !!!!
Make sure buses are clean, not squeaky, are missing screws, have broken window latches, don't leak when it
rains, no black smoke or burning tar smell and the drivers know the route so we don't go the wrong way.
I would like to see a transit rail that connects chandler to the Metro Rail
Technologies are changing fast and Chandler is good about keeping up. Please do not explore any kind of light
rail or expensive transportation.
think about a free shuttle service from chandler airport to downtown to price road running constantly
throughout the day and evening every day of the week. it will reduce carbon footprint and promote the
businesses in those areas while stimulating citizen interaction
I would hate to see the light rail move into Chandler. I travel along the route on Jefferson and Washington in
Phoenix, as well as along Apache in Tempe and the local businesses are driven out because the ease of access
disappears. The areas around the light rail also become blighted and I dont think that would help Chandler
residentially nor commercially. Also, the light rail would not help with traffic in Chandler.
Learn from other cities mistakes, let private business provide alternatives‐ it keeps the price down. Utilize park
and ride, connecting hubs but keep down town circulating bus service for employees and tourists for free,
(special green or blue bus for this service but could connect with major routes that do charge a fee
I wish I could take light rail to my job in Tempe, but I know I will retire long before that becomes an option.
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Please provide any other comments you may have related to Chandler's Transportation
System. . .
Bus 156 running hours should extend beyond 9:00 PM so I can get home and Bus 72’s route should continue
up to Chandler boulevard and country club way beyond 9:00 pm at the very least so I don’t get stranded on
Rural and Ray
Thank you for the opportunity to take this survey. I come from Boston MA and feel that public transportation
is very important. I personally don't like driving especially on the freeways. My husband does most of the
driving. Safety in new cars really helps and I can see it helping in Driverless cars.
BRT is the best option if budget is very limited
Commuter transit is really important and very urgent. It should be a priority for a beautiful and forward
thinking city like Chandler.
Have an underground station at Arizona & Chandler that could handle transfers to a future 2nd line running
east‐west on Chandler Ave with pedestrian entrances at all four corners of the intersection (to keep
disruptions to turning traffic to a minimum). When running down a major arterial like Arizona or Chandler,
have any crossings with another major street (Ray, Elliot, Dobson, etc...) be underground to avoid delays to
cars and rail.
The express buses to Downtown Phoenix need to be drastically improved. They need newer buses with much
more comfortable seating (the ride is typically 45 min to 75 min). The re‐purposed regular street buses just
are not comfortable on longer trips. Phoenix Rapid buses are a good example of the seats that should exist.
There needs to be wifi on the buses.
Please focus on light rail. It is the only way to build Chandler for the next 20 years. Connected to Tempe and
Phoenix.
Need more buses that go to Scottsdale and Phoenix where many people work. Between snow birds and
onslaught of multi‐family housing, the roads aren't going to be able to support all the people traveling by car
to their places of employment up North.
I see large buses driving around either empty or nearly empty all day long. This cannot be an efficient use of
the buses or of the drivers paid time. I understand the need for public transit but light rail and large buses are
not the answer, IMHO. More small transit vans with more flexible routing to meet actual daily use patterns.
For seniors or those with disabilities, the para‐transport system equipped with smaller purpose built vehicles
used with vouchers based on need and direct transportation to medical facilities would make more sense.
I think it's very important that Chandler implement the light rail down Arizona Avenue. I think it would help
business if a more convenient form of transportation were available. We in the southeast Valley use the Park
and Ride which has been great. But there are no buses that come down McQueen Road so sometimes it quite
the walk to go the Park and Ride to catch the bus and then to the train when going to the Airport and to
Downtown events. (This would probably necessitate an additional bus route.) Catching the train on Arizona
Avenue would speed things up our the travel calendar and be more convenient.
If Light Rail is going to be extended to Downtown Chandler, we need to look at alternate routes off of Arizona
Avenue. Look at a Downtown Park and Ride location.
Consider extending the light raíl all the way down Arizona Ave. For some reason I don’t mind using light rail,
but I don’t like using the bus.
No light rail in chandler. Too many problems occur with it. We will be moving if light rail planned by our home.
Very in favor of light rail.
Please no multi‐billon dollar transit system that is empty of riders and the taxpayers have to pay for!!!
LEGEND: A= Auto/Roadway B=Bicycle/Pedestrian T=Transit G=General
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Please provide any other comments you may have related to Chandler's Transportation
System. . .
Electric buses or light rail, extra bus or van service for poor. City of Chandler does a great job already & should
do what is best for majority & help the poor.
DON’T BUILD LIGHT RAIL! waste of money and attracts scumbags.
Loved the transit system in Washington DC. Only drove my vehicle when we were going to the "country" for
the day. Wish AZ was like that.
Light rail should be explored on the 101 into the price corridor or employment center only
i think more transit hubs like a smaller park and ride lot , rentable bikes scooters , and allowing smaller bus/
van types, with on demand aspects. . Also in downtown chandler a transit hub with smart phone applications
, safe bicycle / motorcycle parking , bike & scooter rentals , uber/lyft area , shade areas , vans smaller buses ,
express routes to univ, airports sports arenas & downtown phx & inter city routes , would be helpful . thanks
If I thought begging would help I would.... please bring the light rail or some kind of local tram/train options to
Chandler! Not only would this help the environment but it would help my wallet! Not to mention I could
actually have time to read a book.... On the way to wherever I am headed. I am so excited for that day!!
I lived in chandler until 2011 and I regularly commute there via transit from downtown for doctors and family
but the infrastructure is poor and limiting making it difficult and more time consuming. It is frustrating
traveling within south chandler because it is not accessible to those without a personal vehicle.
As a resident of chandler, I would not want to see the light rail system here. It will hurt small businesses during
construction, it’ll attract homelessness, and congest the streets. I appreciate the accessibility chandler has
created for those who choose a more sustainable lifestyle with all the bicycle friendly roads, canals and
freeway overpasses.
Connect to light rail
We do not need light rail
There are two primary factors that limit the way we travel in Chandler (and in Arizona as a whole). First, the
distances between home, services, work and leisure are too far to effectively and conveniently travel by foot
or bike for most people. Second, the climate for at least half of the year is too warm for most people to safely
commute by foot or bike and transit is only marginally better due to timing and locations of stops. A climate
controlled underground transit network with walking/biking options could be a solution if our soils were
stable enough.
I see walking in the summer heat our biggest obstacle to effective, sustainable and affordable travel. How do
we overcome that with the transit system?
They need a lighrail for students and for people to have more job opportunities
Keep up the progress/improvements. More convenient public transportation access over ALL of AZ would
certainly interest me & everyone I know.
I would pay more in taxes to improve public transit e.g. light rail or bus
Put in light rail! With connecting local bus.
The city should NOT consider any kind of FIXED RAIL at all.
Chandler has one of the worst public transit systems I've ever experienced in all the places i've lived and
visited in the world!
I am opposed to light rail, commuter rail, or any other rail type system. Thank you.
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Please provide any other comments you may have related to Chandler's Transportation
System. . .
I would like to see high capacity transit down Chandler Blvd and Arizona Avenue. Ideally expanding upon light
rail but BRT works too and is more cost effective. And when I say BRT, I mean ACTUAL BRT with designated
right of way that is segregated at grade that functions exactly like the light rail but without tracks. If you are
going to half ass BRT you might as well not do anything at all. I would appreciate it if Chandler would seriously
invest in high capacity transit and commuter rail. Our population is only increasing and more cars on the road
(autonomous or not) will do absolutely nothing to address issues of pollution, traffic congestion, and long
term maintenance of existing roadway infrastructure. If you make viable alternatives to cars people will take
them. But a transit system alone will not do it. Transit stops need ample shade, the areas around them should
be transit oriented and any barriers to easily accessing the transit stops should be remedied. Additionally the
city should be doing more to plan for such corridors along AZ Ave and Chandler Blvd. If you want the ridership
numbers to work in your favor, you have to plan accordingly with appropriate density. Otherwise the city is
shooting itself in the foot.
I believe the solution to road congestion is not more lanes, but more viable alternatives for transportation,
especially Bus Rapid Transit.
Not interested in providing low cost methods of transportation to Chandler. How about we not. Likely not on
the agenda for Gilbert ;) Low cost transportation brings in low income earners.
More express bus routes later in morning and later in evening (Route 542)
Autonomous Vehicles are not the future of transportation. I beg you to continue adding bus routes like Ray,
enhancing bus routes, and investing in high capacity transit such as light rail, street car, and bus rapid transit.
Transportation, especially low‐cost transit, brings transient type low‐income people and homlessness and
crime into our city. It’s already starting to happen with all of the growth of new apartment builds and retail
stores and transit expansion down Ray Rd amongst others. It will effect home values and the cleanliness and
safety of the city.
NO LIGHT RAIL
No matter what your plans are, don't screw up your streets like downtown Phoenix. The light rail there
needlessly splits up streets for no good reason, making downtown that much harder to navigate.
Light rail is horrible, I ride it a few times a year and always regret it. It is a dead technology. The future is self
driving and for communities self driving fleet, or membership services.
do not expand funding to bus routes that are already underutilized.
Really need to expand public transportation to south chandler
Involve entertainment with social participation part of transportation to encourage people towards mass
transit system
I've been in Chandler since 2003 and call this city my permanent home. I would love to see the city invest in
more public transit ‐ A city of our size should have alternative means of travel.
I see all these busses that cost as much as Lamborghinis with someone being paid to drive them around
holding up traffic behind them and nobody or just a few people in them. Price and frequency isn’t the issue,
it’s waiting outside in 115 degree weather for a bus. People who don’t have to arent interested in taking a bus
in Chandler. This isn’t New York let’s not pretend it is.
Connecting Chandler to other regional areas and major sporting/entertainment events through mass transit
would be ideal. Family friendly should always be number one since Chandler is family oriented.
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Please provide any other comments you may have related to Chandler's Transportation
System. . .
Need to invest in light rail and transit to improve chances of acquiring Fortune 500 companies and improving
jobs. Can’t think parochial
Please do not invest in light rail. If rail is being considered, it should be high speed rail.
We need a light rail solution to get to major cities nearby.
South Chandler (as far as Riggs Road) could benefit from bus routes.
I would like to live in Chandler because it would reduce my travel times, I would have easier access to my
regular doctors appointments and to mesa gateway but I avoid the area because in Tempe we have all these
orbits and transit centers so its really difficult to give that up and feel constrained by not having a vehicle. I
need to feel comfortable getting around all hours day and night and in all weather conditions.
Seamless coordination with transit in Mesa, Tempe and City of Phoenix.
Chandler should not bother to invest in the light rail as it is slow and not efficient. A commuter rail which
connects Chandler with ASU, downtown Phoenix, and/or Scottsdale would be ideal.
The light rail did nothing for downtown Mesa. The light rail seems to be more of a homeless shelter than
public transportation. I think Chandler should not even consider light rail to downtown. It would bring in a lot
more problems than benefits to downtown Chandler. Please do not make the same mistake Mesa did.
I am a recent graduate of ASU and moved to Chandler for the lower cost of living / amenities of the town. I
work near Sky Harbor and I love all of the events that happen in Downtown Phoenix. However, it can be a pain
to drive into work in the mornings or to DTPHX on the weekends to hang out. It would be fantastic if the
lightrail was connected to Downtown Chandler so I can easily get to work or DTPHX. I think Chandler is
definitely lacking in terms of public transport. I live near the mall (which is super convenient) but would love
some sort of transit hub nearby that could get me around the valley quickly.
‐ I hope the City is seriously considering adding a light rail extension down Arizona to add to the already
wonderful downtown. ‐ Adding a circulator/connector/light rail option to the Price Corridor would be another
consideration I'd endorse. ‐ I wish there were safe routes to walk or bike to school for my children. Even
among our traditional neighborhood schools, many are sited such that children would have to cross two or
three lane roads with speed limits of 35 miles/hour or higher. ‐ I truly hope that the City will INVEST IN
PEOPLE ‐ NOT CARS.
Light‐rail/commercial rail is the way of the future.
We need the lite rail with routes along the 101, 202 and I 10!
LIGHT RAIL!!!!!! Driverless Cars, use HOV lanes all the time. Give hefty fines to cheaters. More electric cars
(tax break). More flashing cross‐walks. Walking should not be a near‐death encounter.
RUNNING MORE OFTEN, ON TIME, AND EMPHASIS ON ALL FORMS OF TRANSIT
Studies show that buses need to run every 15 minutes for a route to be considered sustainable and
convenient by a community. Investments need to be made to promote route density and frequency.
My area of West Chandler is ripe for a neighborhood circulator. We live so close to beautiful parks and a
variety of shopping and services and the library, but the high speed of major roads like Ray and Rural affect
our ability to move out of our car as a family with young children. Plus, we could use the bus to access Tempe
transit center, but would have to cross 4 lanes of traffic without a crosswalk at the closest bus stop on our
return. This limits our ability to use transit more often.
Please extend Light rail!
Chandler is a beautiful city to live in And I'm hoping the transit situation will Improve considerably.
We need the light rail to come to chandler
LEGEND: A= Auto/Roadway B=Bicycle/Pedestrian T=Transit G=General
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Please provide any other comments you may have related to Chandler's Transportation
System. . .
Please do not get caught in the light rail trap. Biggest waste of money! The maintenance fees for years to
come outweigh any benefit.
Connecting a light rail from Mesa to Downtown Chandler would be ideal.
My disabled sister is totally dependent upon transit, so I am very interested in improvements.
as someone who travels worldwide, but lives in ironically one of the most public transit averse metro areas on
Earth, it seems like that now that DC is catching on a little, that railroad 1/4 mi east of Az Ave could be used
for *something*
I would love to see a rapid bus from the Tumbleweed P@R to downtown Phoenix, or more buses on the 542
route. Also 542 buses, need to be replaced. They are no longer dependable,
More public transits to south of 202 and west of Arizona avenue (south till Riggs; West till Lindsay). For
example, if there are public transits from Riggs/Gilbert to north of 202, I'd use public transits to eg., Harkins,
Sprouts etc.,)
Need better public transportation. Buses are unreliable.
Light rail connectivity should be a priority. Chandler (especially downtown) hosts many great events that
many people from the valley could access with light rail.
If the bus stop at my work doesn't go anywhere near my house, it is useless. More east‐west lines might be
useful (i.e. Germann, Queen Creek, Ocotillo, Chandler Heights, Riggs).
I enjoy using public transit when I visit other cities but it's just not efficient here. I couldn't drive for a month
and learned that the bus route to my office in Scottsdale\Arcadia at the time would be nearly 2 hours each
way. That's not reasonable by any stretch of the imagination
As Chandler prepares for the future, I would like to see more emphasis on healthier, environmentally
conscious transit options such as pedestrian shopping centers (no cars), protected bike lanes, electric
driverless vehicles, electric lightrail, and bike/scooter sharing.
Light rail would be great! To the airport and downtown PHX
Chandler is a great city. It has planned well, and done a terrific job of managing growth while maintaining a
good standard of living. Please do not waste taxpayer money on public transportation. People don't want it,
don't want to use it, and don't want to subsidize it with their tax payments.
all express buses to az ave rail stop....run express trains to one tempe stop then airport stop then downtown
phx..
I live on Arizona Ave and have to drive 20 minutes every morning to the 101 and Apache park and ride to get
on the light rail to get into Downtown Phoenix. Wish I could access easier!
No light rail! What complete waste of money!
Good luck! I feel we should strive to help Chandler get around first, including extra smaller bus programs for
Chandler wvents, then add event type transportation to ease traffic for other cities ... North Scottsdale
Jamuary ‐ March events, Spring training, NFL, NHL and NBA games
Weary of low bus ridership on many routes. Please conduct study comparing cost of bus routes vs ridesharing
service.
Establish flexible transit options between the dense pockets of commerce and business, like downtown
Chandler, Chandler mall, I10&Ray, Intel. Encourage development in existing pockets of commerce and
business.
Do not like the idea of any kind of train transportation system.
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Please provide any other comments you may have related to Chandler's Transportation
System. . .
This project to improve transit would be very appealing but the summer temperatures need to be addressed
as well. I would use transit to go shopping up and down Dobson from Elliot to Chandler Blvd and to the
downtown area which is becoming a trendy hot spot for entertainment. Chandler is already the best city in
the Phoenix area to live in and I appreciate everything provided to residents but we must consider the aging
population. Seniors are more active than in the past and are a growing demographic.
Please do not consider light rail through Chandler. It has truly messed up Mesa and Tempe.
It would be great if we could get the Light Rail down here. Maybe tie into the Mesa section.
Do not believe rail should be an option. It's costly, very disruptive to business during construction, and causes
2 lanes for automobiles to be lost.
I would welcome the light rail in Chandler and would love if it stopped at Scottsdale Community College.
Don't run the Light Rail system through Chandler. Its extremely slow and disruptive to build, has significant
ridership security issues and because it runs in a stationary path that can't change as the population usage
path changes, it has limited value compared to buses which can have their paths, stops, and even sizes
tailored to community need as it develops and changes over time.
Please provide access to airport via rail
If it were convenient and accessible more people would use mass transit especially rail service
Any extension of light rail into Chandler which involves the roadway being shared by light rail with
automobiles, bicycles, pedestrians will result in unnecessary deaths.
We want site for updates and transparency of who is making money with this deal. Making more buses or
light rail into Arizona Ave defeats the goal of live, work and play here. So many of us have invested in the
downtown adjecent neighblorhood that are now being e revitalized with investment but you plan to convert
our porches into homeless sleeping quarters. This project will make it impossible to have a nice dinner
downtown. We don't need Phoenix problems here. There is many minorities in the area where you intend to
add the "homeless dump stops" We worked hard to remodel the homes in the area but this project seems to
be led by some white privelege guy/racist democrat that will take away from us the value of our homes to
fulfill his personal desires to implement this transportation plan.
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